
CSP Meeting - 17.01.2023 

Agenda:  

- Organisation of plenary sessions for interop 2023 A: 
- Follow-up on VO in the cloud / platforms  
- Multi-messenger / High energy plenary session
- Datalink session to inform and encourage its usage
- DOI / best practices session

- Flatiron meeting CSP attendance - deadline tomorrow 
- Schedule the next meeting (proposed date 21.02.2023 @14UTC)
- New minutes section (to be added soon) to the twiki 
- AOB 

Attendees: JE, ES, MM, MA, ML, VD, CA, RD, FC, AN

Minutes: 
- Organisation of plenary sessions for interop 2023 A: 

- Follow-up on VO in the cloud / platforms.    
- Security on science platforms (auth&auth): During her visit to CfA Frossie 

Economou showed advances on the LSST/Rubin platform. It would be 
interesting to see this at the interop. Identify status on GWS WG.

- Xml / javascript - AR proposed a speaker around Xml / javascript at a 
TCG meeting. We should make contact. 

- HipsCat for catalogs: During the AAS there were some discussions 
around HiPSCat and parquet files. 

- Sharing code: How do we share notebooks, what is the metadata? How 
do you discover them? How does this relate to the ongoing efforts of 
GWS and the Registry WGs ?  

- Execution Planner Note: https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/
ExecutionPlanner20211104/IVOA-EP-note.pdf 

- Registering the notebooks (See Registry RoadMap) 
- Extend usage of Datalink to expose cloud data access buckets in addition 

to URLs that are returned from e.g. SIA,…  LSST, SKA have shown 
interest. Identification of metadata. 

- Multi-messenger / High energy plenary session. In this context, we are seing 
extensions of Obscore to radio data, time-series, high-energy —>  keep the 
discussions on the DM WG. No plenary session around the topic. But take 
example of Radio (Note?) to keep the movement going. 

- Datalink session to inform and encourage its usage. Encourage a DAL session 
on the topic. An Introductory talk and one hour discussion. 

- DOI, data citation practices, ADS and journals, RD will coordinate with DCP. This 
will be a Plenary session. 

- Flatiron meeting CSP attendance - deadline tomorrow. Several members of the CSP 
will be attending the meeting. JE, ML have asked for online and VD for in person 
participation.  

- Schedule the next meeting (proposed date 21.02.2023 @14UTC). 
- New minutes section added to the twiki 
- Next interop is a face to face meeting. MM and JE have drafted a schedule. We need 

to identify the plenary sessions within a week. DOI session as plenary. VO in the Cloud 
1 or 2  sessions? We need to come up with a plan. 


